METRO
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1. WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. FRONT TIRE
2. STEM CLAMP
3. HANDLEBAR
4. FRAME
5. SEAT
6. SEAT CLAMP
7. SUSPENSION
8. REAR TIRE
9. CHARGER
10. CHARGING CABLE
2. FEATURES & SPECS

METRO

- Weight Limit: 265 lbs.
- Product Weight: 38 lbs.
- Recommended Age: 13+
- Tire Size: 16”
- Max Speed: Up To 16 mph
- Max Range: Up To 40 miles
- Battery: 36V, 5.2 Ah Lithium-Ion
- Motor: 250W Hub Motor
- Charger: 110-240V
- Charge Time: Up To 4 Hours
- Climbing Angle: Up To 20°
3. CHARGING THE BATTERY

A FEW MUST-DO’S:

- Only use the included charger.
- Plug the charger into the wall before the Charging Port.
- Don’t turn on the Metro while it’s charging (it needs its rest).
- Charge the battery until it is fully charged, and no longer.
- Cover the Charging Port when you are done.
- Remember to have fun!

CHARGING INDICATOR ON THE CHARGER:
Red Light: Battery is charging.
Green Light: Charging is complete.
4. UNFOLDING THE METRO
4.1 UNFOLDING THE FRAME

Unfold the frame by swinging the Handlebar and Front Tire forward.

Press the Frame Locking Lever in so it locks.
4.2 UNFOLDING THE HANDLEBAR

Slowly (and gently!) lift the Handlebar up

Press in
4.3 UNFOLDING THE PEDALS

Push down
5.1 Attaching the Handlebar

Handlebar Clamp

Lift up

Open clamp

Remove Bolt and Washer but keep them together
5.2 ATTACHING THE HANDLEBAR

Place Handlebar in Clamp

Tighten bolt and washer

Push down
6. ATTACHING THE SEAT

Slide seat post in

Push in to lock it
7.1 LCD DISPLAY

We know... it’s a lot to take in!

1. UP BUTTON        7. CONTROLLER PROBLEM INDICATOR
2. POWER BUTTON     8. MOTOR PROBLEM INDICATOR
3. DOWN BUTTON      9. BRAKE INDICATOR
4. MOTOR POWER LEVEL 10. CURRENT SPEED
5. ODOMETER        11. HEADLIGHT ON
6. THROTTLE PROBLEM INDICATOR  12. BATTERY POWER LEVEL INDICATOR
7.2 LCD DISPLAY

**BUTTON FUNCTIONALITY:**

- **Power Button (M)** - Hold for 3 seconds to turn the LCD Display on or off. Press it quickly to flip through the trip distance, total distance, and time spent riding.
- **Up Button (+)** - Hold for 3 seconds to turn the Headlight on and off. Press it quickly to increase the motor power level.
- **Down Button (-)** - Press it to decrease the motor power level.

**Motor Power Level**

- 0 - Max speed up to 6 mph
- 1 - Max speed up to 8 mph
- 2 - Max speed up to 12 mph
- 3 - Max speed up to 16 mph
8. SAFE RIDING

Here are some helpful tips...

- Before each ride, check whether the Frame, Handlebar, and Saddle are secure, the tire pressure is sufficient, and the brakes work correctly (make sure you can also reach the Brake Levers).
- Try to take it easy on the twist throttle until you get used to it.
- Make your turns slowly and cautiously, and give yourself stopping distance
- To come to a stop, squeeze the Brake Levers (don’t squeeze too fast, it may cause too sudden a stop).
9. FOLDING THE METRO
9.1 FOLDING THE PEDALS

Push in and up!
9.2 FOLDING THE HANDLEBAR

Press in

Push down

Fold the Handlebar down towards the Frame. Please, be gentle.
9.3 FOLDING THE FRAME

Press in

Pop and unlock it

Swing the Frame towards the Rear Tire.
10. REPLACING THE BATTERY

Open the frame.

Unlock the battery using the key.

Slide the battery out.

Slide new battery in all the way and lock it.
11. CARE AND MAINTENANCE

RIDING RANGE
The average range is 40 miles. However, a lot of factors will affect how far you can go per charge:
- Driving Surface: A smooth, flat surface will increase driving distance.
- Weight: More weight means less distance.
- Temperature: Ride and store the Metro above 50°F.
- Maintenance: Timely battery charging and maintenance will increase driving distance.
- Speed and Driving Style: Frequent starting and stopping will reduce driving distance.

CLEANING THE METRO
To clean the Metro, carefully wipe with a damp cloth, then dry with a dry cloth. Do not use water to clean the Metro, as the electrical and electronic systems may get wet, resulting in personal injury or malfunction of the Metro.

BATTERY
- Keep the Metro away from fire and excessive heat.
- Do not subject the Metro to intense physical shock, severe vibration, or impact.
- Protect from water or moisture.
- Do not disassemble the Metro or its battery.
- If there are any issues with the battery, please contact Jetson Customer Support.

STORAGE
- Fully charge the battery before storing. The battery should be fully charged once a month after this.
- To protect against dust, cover the Metro.
- Store the Metro indoors, in a dry place and at a suitable temperature.
- You should bring the Metro into a warm environment for charging.